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Editor’s note:
The one about Gatorade  
bottles
Eric Long | editor-in-chief
Dorm decorations can say a lot about someone’s personality. 
They may be a gamer, a partier, a homebody or a strict academic. 
So what do more than 930 Gatorade bottles stuck to the walls and 
ceiling of a dorm say about two college roommates? We can only 
guess.
Read about these two goal-driven roomies who made a hobby out 
of collecting Gatorade bottles in “EWU students collect Gatorade 
bottles” by contributing writer Natasha Nellis on page 3.
Also in this issue:
“These Shining Lives” is the theater program’s featured play for 
spring. Read about the cast members’ experiences with the play in 
“‘These Shining Lives’ cast strikes emotion with their performanc-
es” by Kristi Lucchetta on page 8.
It’s Diversity and Inclusion Week at EWU. Find out what events 
are happening for the second half of the week in “EWU soars 
into Divrsity and Inclusion Week” by contributing writer Kenna 
Tornow on page 5.
 Joe Matthews sees gaps in parking around campus and wants 
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EWU students collect Gatorade bottles
By Natasha Nellis | contributing writer
College students are experts at finding interesting and sometimes crazy pastimes to keep their sanity during school. They join school clubs, hang out 
with friends or go to parties. For two students in Streeter 
Hall, they have opted to spend their first year of college 
collecting over 930 Gatorade bottles. 
Drinking approximately three or four Gatorades a 
week, freshmen and roommates Christian Smith and 
Jonah Keith have spent the last year collecting the 
bottles to display in their room. After filling the shelves 
over their desks and in their closet, the two began to 
mount them on the walls and ceiling. 
“Once we ran out of shelf space, we filled our entire 
closet shelf, all the bookshelves — pretty much all the 
desk space. We tried several things like putting a tack 
through the cap and then putting the cap in the ceiling 
and screwing it on but that didn’t hold,” Keith said. 
Keith said they also tried blue painters tape but found 
it was not strong enough. 
“We found these [mounting] squares at the market and we 
put two on each and stuck them on the ceiling,” Keith said. 
They now have over half of their ceiling covered and are 
starting on the walls. 
This all started when Smith and Keith decided to room 
together. Having gone to the same high school in Spokane, 
the two were friends but did not become close until this year, 
Keith said.
They started the year with different roommates whose per-
sonalities did not click with their own. They lived in the same 
building, so Smith and Keith decided to ask their roommates 
to switch. After four weeks the two were sharing a room.
Keith noticed Smith was drinking a lot of Gatorade and 
suggested they start collecting the bottles.
“We were drinking like three a day, and we were filling 
up our trash can pretty quickly … so we just decided to start 
collecting them,” Keith said.
Smith said his personal goal is to collect 1,000 
bottles by the end of the year and estimates that they 
will achieve this goal before the end of May.
Their overall goal, however, is to have their story go 
viral and to get recognition from Gatorade.
“When we post this on Facebook or Twitter, we want 
to get a sponsorship from Gatorade,” said Smith. “If it 
doesn’t [happen], it doesn’t matter to us; we’re still gonna 
drink them.”
“We’re not desperate for an endorsement but I think 
it would be cool if they recognize us,” Keith said.
The two estimate they have spent around $1,395 
combined this year on this project and they purchased most 
of the bottles at the market. 
Doing the math, the two said together they have 
consumed around 186,000 calories and 106 lbs of sugar, or 
93,000 calories and 53 lbs each. 
They believe they also succeeded in trying every single 
Gatorade flavor, which was Keith’s personal goal. 
According to the Gatorade website, there are around 31 
different flavors. Keith and Smith say their most consumed 
flavor is glacier cherry because it does not have a strong 
flavor and is easy to drink quickly after going to the gym. 
Smith said his favorite flavor is blue cherry and Keith’s 
is green apple.  
Whenever people come by or walk by their room the reaction 
is usually the same. “Their first word is just ‘whoa,’” Smith said.
“If our door’s open, everybody stops, nobody can just 
walk by,” said Keith. “We always hear questions like, ‘How 
many do you have?’ and ‘How are they up on the ceiling?’” 
Once they reach their goal at the end of the quarter, 
the two are uncertain about what will happen to their 
Gatorade collection. 
“We’re moving into an apartment next quarter, so 
when we move in we’re gonna place them and if it looks 
good we’ll still do it, but if it doesn’t look good we’re not 
gonna collect them,” said Smith. “The second thing that 
we are gonna do, going to officially do, is we’re going to 
prank our friend … we’re going to fill his entire car with 
all our Gatorade bottles.” 
Pictured left to right in their Streeter Hall dorm room: Jonah Keith and Christain Smith | contributed by Jonah Keith
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Hearing a sound resembling gunfire to find out it is merely a car backfiring is quite a relief. However, it raises the 
question: What if it had been a gunshot? 
According to Timothy Walters, EWU’s Chief 
of Police, law enforcement calls the time between 
something like hearing a gunshot and taking 
action the “survival arc.” The survival arc is just 
one of the things that EWU police plan to cover 
in the Critical Incident Training on May 18.
The training is called “Responding to a 
Critical Incident,” and will take place from 10 
a.m. to noon. “We advertise [the training] to our 
faculty and staff members so that they know 
what to do in case of a critical incident. In this 
case, we discuss active shooters,” Walters said.
Walters reflected on the school shootings in 
2015 saying there were 12 college campuses with 
21 deaths and 26 injuries. There have not been 
any college campus shootings up to this point 
this year.
In the critical incident training, Walters 
and his staff will speak about having a sur-
vival mindset and what students and faculty 
can do while they wait for police to arrive in 
a critical incident. “We also place importance 
on who the first responder is, and in reality, 
it is them not us. They are the ones that are 
faced with a dangerous critical incident and 
it really is up to them how they are going to 
survive that,” he said.
EWU sophomore Walker Lindsey said, “I 
have always been mindful of my surroundings, 
I like to make sure I know where exits and 
entrances are, just in case. It’s nice to know that 
they are training fellow students and faculty to 
do the same thing.”
“We help them to be mindful,” said Walters. 
“The whole drive is to be mindful not fearful, 
because you don’t want fear to overcome you 
when you need to save your life or somebody 
else’s life. So be mindful not fearful.”
According to Walters, all freshmen on 
Sunday morning of move-in weekend watch 
“Shots Fired on Campus,” a 20 - minute 
training video. The video explains what to do 
in an active shooter scenario. 
The video was created in 2008 and it 
is now shown across the country as best 
practice in handling active-shooter situations. 
The video can also be viewed any time online 
and can be found under the “photos and 
videos” tab on the EWU police website.
EWU senior Sebastian Cunnington said, 
“I had a chance to watch the ‘Shots Fired on 
Campus’ video when I first came to EWU. It 
has a lot of very valuable information. It is 
pretty cool that it was made here on campus 
too.” Cunnington also said he is planning on 
attending the training and he encourages his 
fellow students to do the same.
‘Be mindful not fearful’
By Luke Kindred | contributing writer
Illustration by Heidi Watchel
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EWU Career Services and the Vet-erans Resource Center will hold a workshop today to help veterans 
apply their past military experiences for 
civilian employment.
The Veterans Career Workshop will be 
held in Patterson Hall 240 from 2:30-4 
p.m. and will be open to all.
“A lot of our students that are veterans 
had great military experiences,” Director 
of the Veterans Resource Center Dave 
Millet said. He added it is a challenge to 
articulate those experiences in a way that 
employers can understand.
The workshop will feature a presen-
tation on applying past experiences to job 
skills and LinkedIn basics like making a 
profile, searching for jobs and networking.
“Sometimes students are really general 
in describing their abilities, they will say 
something like, ‘I’m good at communicat-
ing.’ Well, what does that really mean? 
We’re going to help students unpack that to 
show how they are qualified,” Nate Bryant, 
employer relations manager at EWU Career 
Services, said in an email interview.
Upon leaving the military, veterans 
receive a joint service transcript that 
shows each person’s training and experi-
ence when enlisted. Millet said all expe-
riences applicable to civilian employment 
may not be on the joint service transcript. 
Learning to apply the random experienc-
es from the field is what the workshop is 
trying to accomplish.
“We want to help students understand 
how to show the relevancy of their 
military experience,” Bryant said.
Career adviser Jessica Berwick said 
this is not the first time career services 
has helped out veterans.
“The idea was spurred out of a LinkedIn 
workshop in early April that I presented. A 
handful of veterans attended and had very 
specific questions about communicating 
their military career information,” Berwick 
said in an email interview. 
“We hope veterans, and other 
interested students, will learn how to talk 
about their past military experiences in a 
context that the general civilian popula-
tion understand, both verbally and in a 
written context,” Berwick said.
EWU Career Services’ next event will 
be a Federal Job Workshop on May 17 
from 3-4:30 p.m. RSVP is required for 
the event and can be done on EagleAXIS.
Veterans Career Workshop prepares for civilian employment
Career services and Veterans Resourse center team up for workshop
By Devante Gaillard | contributing writer
EWU soars into Diversity and Inclusion Week
By Kenna Tornow | contributing writer
“ We want to help students understand 
how to show the relevancy of their 
military experience.
Nate Bryant | employer relations manager at EWU Career Services
Life-changing experiences and cultural celebrations are underway at EWU’s fifth consecutive Diversity and Inclusion Week, and EWU is setting out to 
represent diversity with a packed week of events for the 
EWU community.
“This week reflects the hard work and creative think-
ing of so many members of our academic community: 
students, faculty and staff,” said EWU President Mary 
Cullinan. The week provides opportunities for deep 
thinking and interactive conversations about some of the 
most complex issues of our society.”
Kim Davis, EWU co-chair of the president’s com-
mittee on diversity, said the week of events is focused 
on learning and discussion opportunities that highlight 
differing and unique backgrounds and experiences. It is 
a time to show support for all Eagles and try to under-
stand others’ lives and points of view. 
“EWU is a really diverse school, and it is really import-
ant for us to showcase all the different cultures at EWU,” 
said EWU senior Bryson O’Neill. “I have seen EWU put on 
Diversity Week, Cinco de Mayo festivities, Hawaiian Club 
luau and many other events over the years to show how it 
encourages diversity and tries to get everyone involved.”
Davis has attended Diversity and Inclusion Week 
for five years. “I have grown so much from the events 
that I have attended. It is life-changing to learn about 
experiences you did not know about before and to see the 
human side of topics that are relevant in politics and the 
media,” she said.
To show how everyone is one, Davis said, there was a 
student contest to pick the theme and logo. EWU student 
Mikayla Lundeen won. The theme chosen was “Together 
as One.” 
“Diversity week provides a good opportunity for 
people to learn more about different cultures in a fun 
way,” O’Neill said.
The events started on Monday afternoon and will go 
through, May 13. The EWU president’s committee is hosting 
a group of events for the celebration, according to Davis.
The committee’s first presentation was a keynote 
address by EWU alumn, Tommy Williams yesterday 
at noon. Williams is an advocate for at-risk youth and 
is currently working for Spokane public schools. In 
Williams’ keynote address he talked about what it was 
like coming to a small town like Cheney from Chicago. 
Williams message is “Together as One ... Each One 
Teach One,” according to Davis. 
Yesterday also featured a workshop to help partici-
pants learn and identify the term “microaggression.” The 
workshop included short videos about microaggression in 
daily lives. The workshop also held a strategy session on 
how to address the topic on campus.
Today a diversity lesson will be presented by a variety 
of students, faculty and staff on aspects of diversity. 
The lessons start at 9 a.m. and go until 4:50 p.m. in the 
Hargreaves Reading Room. The lesson continues in the 
PUB from 5-8 p.m. The lessons will then wrap up at the 
Spokane Riverpoint campus at 6 p.m.
Tomorrow from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. the annual 
Diversity and Inclusion Festival will take place. This 
event includes cuisine from different regions and diver-
sity displays from students. “There will be some new 
talents displayed including dancing, musical performanc-
es, readings and poetry,” Davis said.
May 13 the events will come to a close with the 
Lavender Graduation presented by the Pride Center in 
the Showalter Auditorium at 6 p.m. 
“I would like the whole university community to 
emerge from this week with deeper, more profound 
understanding about the experiences of others and the 
depth of human similarities,” Cullinan said. 
Cullinan said she hopes EWU ends the week with 
a greater understanding that to make this campus and 
world a better place for all, we need to work together, to 
learn, to increase our empathy and to continually expand 
our knowledge of others. 
“It is important for our university to open themselves 
to understanding different perspectives. Isn’t that what 
higher education is all about?” said Davis. 
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Comprised of team events ranging from football and synchronized swimming to a relay-for-life charity event, the EWU Greek com-munity’s annual Greek Week celebration kicks off today with an 
opening ceremony outside Showalter Hall. 
Originally, Greek Week was held as a friendly competition between 
chapter houses, the ending ceremony resulting in one overall women’s 
chapter winner and one overall men’s chapter winner. However, according to 
EWU senior and event committee co-chair Brenna Healy, Greek Week teams 
are being arranged a little differently this year. 
“In the past it’s been each organization competing by themselves against 
the other chapters with an overall men’s winner and an overall women’s 
winner,” said Healy. “Instead, for this year, we are splitting up the chapters 
into four teams or groups in an attempt to encourage a broader sense of 
interaction between the Greek chapters.” 
These four teams of Greek chapter affiliates will then compete in 
sporting, philanthropy and academic events to gain points for their 
team. The team with the most points at the end of the week wins the 
title of Greek Week champions instead of the old singular men and 
women’s chapter house titles. 
Healy said the changes were done with the effort of bringing together 
the Greek community in mind. “I think at times there can be a rigid sense 
of competition between chapters,” said Healy. “The way Greek Week is orga-
nized this year just encourages members to get to know one another outside 
their chapters, work together and have fun while being involved.” 
Despite the change in teams, the events for the week will remain 
the same as past years, only a few events changing for the usual line up. 
Structure building contests, a co-ed slow-pitch softball match, men and 
women’s football, a trivia game and paintball are just some of the events 
students will compete in. 
Teams will also be participating in three philanthropy events, two of 
which count toward their overall Greek Week score. 
Mayhem, a step and stroll show put on by both the Diversified Greek 
Council and the National Panhellenic Council, and the Lip Sync are Greek 
Week events geared toward the week’s official philanthropy: Alex’s Lemonade 
Stand. All proceeds from student ticket sales for the events will be donated to 
help support the fight against childhood cancer. 
“Purchasing tickets for Mayhem and the Lip Sync in the bookstore helps 
to facilitate donations for Alex’s Lemonade Stand. Up to $1,000 in donations 
and ticket sales will be matched by Northwestern Mutual Bank,” Healy said. 
A third event, Relay for Life, will be the official philanthropy event 
of Greek Week’s Service Saturday. Organized in part by EWU senior and 
Alpha Xi Delta sister Kait Dessin, the Relay For Life run has not been held 
in Cheney since 2010 due to lack of interest in past years. 
Instead of the teams being co-ed like the other events within Greek 
Week, Dessin said individual houses will be fielding teams with their own 
chapter members to compete in the relay. Both chapter teams and individual 
participants from the teams will then set goals for how much they desire to 
raise for the philanthropy. 
“We encourage each person to raise at least $100, but your team also has 
a separate amount goal that they want to raise. All the donations then to go 
Relay for Life which helps to pay for amenities provided to cancer patients,” 
said Dessin. “If your team reaches a certain amount you also receive thank 
you gifts for your participation.”
Dessin said out of all the events being held for Greek Week Relay for 
Life, an event which she helped bring to EWU through an experience with 
her public relations class, is the one she’s most excited for.
“I got involved with it through my PR [public relations] class,” 
said Dessin. “We were working with our adviser who is the com-
munity manager at Cheney’s West Plains Chamber of Commerce. 
Working with them helped me get involved with Relay for Life, an 
event idea which I was eventually able to take to the Greek Week, 
committee and have it chosen as the official philanthropy for Service 
Saturday 2016.” 
Both Dessin and Healy said they hope Greek students find a sense of 
community and have fun during the week while getting back to the reason 
why they joined their organization. 
“The year is really stressful with school and all the chapter events,” said 
Dessin. “You just kind of get trapped into it, but Greek Week is a time to 
relax and focus on bringing yourself closer to not only the people in your 
chapter, but those outside your chapter.” 
“Everyone’s on the same page and in a good mood, so it just allows you to 
breathe and enjoy the time you have,” Dessin said.
Greek week switches up teams to promote chapter interaction
By Collette Janae-Buck | contributing writer
Greek Week Activies
Today
• Opening Ceremony @ 3:00 p.m. - Outside Showalter 
• Greekstruction @ 4:30 p.m. - JFK Library
• COED Slow Pitch @ 4:30 p.m. - Intermural (I.M.) Fields
Tomorrow
• Football (Men’s and Women’s) @ 6:00 p.m. - I.M. Fields
• Trivia @ 8:00 p.m. - Tawanka 215
May 13
• Football Championships (Men) @ 6:00 p.m. - Roos Field
         (Women) @ 7:00 p.m. - Roos Field
• Bowling @ 9:00 p.m. - Rosa’s
May 14
• COED Soccer @ 10:00 a.m. - I.M. Fields
• Volleyball @ 4:00 p.m. - Reese Court (264/265)
• MAYHEM @ 7:00 p.m. - Showalter Auditorium
• Relay for Life @ 10:00 p.m. - Cheney Middle School
May 15
• Iron Chef @ 9:00 a.m. - PUB (263/265/267)
• Paintball @ 10:00 a.m. - I.M. Fields
• Basketball @ 1:00 p.m. - Reese Court (264/265)
• Synchronized Swimming @ 6:00 p.m. - Pool (PHASE)
May 16
• Lip Sync Run Through @ noon - Showalter Auditorium
• Campus Crawl @ 5:30 p.m. - Campus Mall
May 17 
• Lip Sync @ 6:00 p.m. - Showalter Auditorium
May 18
• Awards Luau @ 4:00 p.m. - Showalter Lawn
Infographic by Abbi Vance
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             Ahh!
My head hurts from studying...
Mine did too
until I had my 
eyes examined 
and got glasses! 
Call Vision Haus here in 
Cheney. (509) 235-2010.
They can help you!
Mayhem Step and Stroll Show is back for its second year, bringing the competi-tion with five organizations per-
forming that are motivated to take home the 
winning prize.
“Our school is the only one in our 
region that has included stepping into the 
competition,” said Carlos Garcia, EWU 
junior and incoming Diversified Greek 
Council (DGC) president. “The stepping 
part is the hardest because if you miss 
one beat it throws the whole perfor-
mance off.”
Stepping is a type of dance performance 
that does not use actual music and instead 
incorporates sound, rhythm and music that 
is produced from the entire body, according 
to Garcia.
Stroll is a type of dance performance 
where a group does a synchronized 
routine following a beat.
“Last year we raised around $300-
$500,” said Carmelo DeLeon, EWU senior 
and former treasurer of the DGC. “We are 
hoping since last year was our first year 
putting on the show that this year we will 
be able to raise more money and bring in 
more of an audience.”
The money raised goes toward the DGC 
funding. The DGC assists and supports the 
culturally-diverse fraternities and sororities at 
EWU and attempts to unite and 
promote a culture-based 
greek system.
“The [competitors] 
put in a lot of work,” 
said Garcia. “They 
practice their routine 
three months prior to 
the competition an hour 
a day every day. When it 
gets closer they increase to 
two hours a day.”
The first prize winner will 
receive $1,000, second place $500 
and third place $200. 
There will be a halftime perfor-
mance along with prizes thrown out 
during breaks. The following year there 
were t-shirts thrown out to the crowd along 
with Summer Jam tickets.
The competition is open to other schools 
in the region but so far the only organizations 
that have signed up are at EWU. Garcia said 
he hopes once the event becomes better 
known, more schools will want to join in 
the upcoming years.
DeLeon and Garcia said they believe 
many schools are more hesitant to join 
because they are the only competition in 
the Northwest that incorporates stepping in 
the competition.
“We had a stroll competition in the 
past but what happened was [the former 
organization] stopped doing it and 
instead of making the event belong to 
one organization it belonged to the DGC 
and they wanted it to be unique so they 
wanted to bring in stepping,” Garcia said. 
“Since stepping has a lot more to it, 
many are hesitant to compete,” DeLeon said.
The first two rounds of the competition 
will be the stroll portion and the last round will 
be stepping. 
Some new rules put in place this year include 
no allowed substitutions during any rounds and no 
fragrances due to a previous team incorporating Axe 
Cologne in their performance titled “Cologne,” which 
sparked an allergic reaction in an audience member.
“The first year the event took place was sort of a test 
run,” said DeLeon. “This year is going to be a lot better.”
The event flyer has a footprint in the background 
of the text and the winning organization will be able to 
have their recognized color on the footprint featured on 
next year’s flyer.
Tickets will be on sale at the EWU bookstore 
or students can go to brownpapertickets.com. 
Tickets are $12 during the week of the event. The 
competition will be in the Showalter Auditorium 
on May 14 at 7 p.m.
Mayhem Step and Stroll brings unites performances
Diversified Greek Council brings five groups to perform at this years competition of step and stroll styles
By Kristi Lucchetta | staff writer
“Our school is 
the only one in 
our region that 
has included 
stepping into the 
competition.
Carlos Garcia | EWU junior 
Illustration by A
bbi Vance
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As the audience filled with tears, the lights went up and the “These Shining Lives” production came to a close. The cast illus-
trated the joy and tragedy that surrounded four 
women and their lives during the 1920s.
The play opened with the main character and 
history-changing Catherine Donohue, played 
by Carly Stewart, who began the production by 
looking over the audience and talking to the crowd 
on the dim-lit stage.
“It’s not a fairytale, but it beings like one like one. 
It’s not a tragedy, but it ends like one,” Catherine said. 
The production was written by Melanie 
Marnich and based on the true story of four women 
enthusiastic about joining the workforce during the 
1920s. The company they worked for was Radium 
Dial, a watch factory in Ottawa, Illinois. 
“All the girls on the block applied for it, I guess 
I just got lucky,” Stewart’s character Catherine said 
as the irony rang through the crowd. 
The four women were played by Varinique 
Davis, Whitney Robinson, Hailey Gilbert and 
Stewart. On the stage they sat at their workstation 
and used the chemical radium, as they were in-
structed by the factory manager Mr. Reed, played 
by Kyle Beckwith.
“Pearl was tough to get into,” said EWU senior 
Haliey Gilbert. “I think that it would be easy for 
an actor to lock her into the archetype of a ditz 
or as a dumb blonde type. I really did not want 
to do that. I wanted her to be grounded and more 
relatable than that.” 
Robinson’s comical character and performance 
represented more of a rebellious ideal for women 
in the 1920s. Her performance earned many 
laughs from the audience with her loud personal-
ity and controversial behavior, such as drinking 
whiskey in public. 
“Charlotte is one of the most challenging char-
acters I have faced,” said EWU junior Whitney 
Robinson. “She has a very direct way of speaking 
and the rhythm of her speech is completely differ-
ent from mine. I found her to be intimidating.”
The women were continuously seen throughout 
the production sticking the paintbrushes dipped 
in radium paint in their mouths to paint the hour 
markings on the watch dials. Ingesting the toxic 
chemical caused them to shine and glow soon after 
their work day ceased.
The stage was set up with four different scenes; 
the bedroom, the kitchen, the workplace and an 
office setting that was creatively used for a court-
room as well. 
Stewart and Kellen Morgan portrayed their char-
acters’ chemistry, romance and humor to establish 
the connection between the spouses. This allowed 
them to demonstrate the tragedy as they are ripped 
apart by the terminal effects of the radium. 
“We all have a voice and as long as we have 
friendship, we can achieve greater things than 
when we are alone,” said Robinson. “We are given 
a limited amount of time, so we need to make the 
best of it and be thankful for what we have.”
The cast sang in upbeat tones and smiles, which 
slowly dwindled down as the women suffered more and 
more. 
The most considerable prop on the stage that 
stood as a metaphor was a big clock in the center of 
the stage placed in the background. As time went 
by the numbers on the clock disappeared making 
it clear to the audience that time was being lost 
without realization of their lives being lost as well. 
“This message is important to be heard by 
EWU students because of the theme of time,” said 
Gilbert. “As college students, we never have enough 
time to really do what we want to do because school 
is looming over our heads. Our responsibility is to 
our classes and homework in order to graduate. The 
reality is that our college experience will be gone 
before we know it.”
The production will be held again to-
morrow at 5 p.m. and May 13 and 14 at 
7:30 pm., May 15 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $10 
and free for EWU students which can be 
purchased in the EWU Art Theatre prior to 
the production. 
“These Shining Lives” cast strikes 
emotion with their performances
By Kristi Lucchetta | staff writer
Above:  Frances (Varinique Davis), Pearl (Hailey Gilbert), Charlotte (Whitney 
Robinson), and Catherine Donohue (Carly Stewart) sit at Radium Dial painting 
clock faces with radium powder.
Below: The women take a relaxing afternoon to themselves after work at a beach 
near by.  
Photos contributed by Sarah Goff
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Arts and Entertainment
Dancing, bungee jumping and human foosball are only a few of the fun-filled events taking place at Cheney’s fourth annual MayFest this weekend.  
Cheney’s annual MayFest commences May 13 at 7 p.m. 
with a street dance and a fire show, according to Douglas 
Labar, owner of The Mason Jar. The Kelly Hughes Band will 
be playing and the Spokane Aerial Troupe will be perform-
ing. MayFest events will continue on May 14. 
“A huge kick-off of the event is our four and a half block 
walk,” said Labar. “People come in costumes and we have the 
whole Cheney High School marching band. All the proceeds 
go to American Cancer Association, if you want to donate.” 
Anyone can also get sponsored and donate the money raised, 
according to Labar. 
The Cheney streets will be full of a wide variety of vendors. 
“We have over 75 vendors, with local information, Turnbull 
and Save Our Station, to craft vendors of all sorts,” Labar said. 
For those who enjoy art MayFest has something unique. “There 
will be an artist alley with [interactive] art for the community 
to join in on as well as art for sale,” Labar said. 
MayFest will also have events for the whole family to 
participate in. There will be a 3-on-3 basketball tournament, 
a climbing wall, pedal carts and other assorted kids games. 
Human foosball is a successful returning event this year. 
Other fun events include a car show, a library book sale and 
raffles, according to Labar. A new addition to MayFest this 
year is the bungee jump trampoline.  
EWU student organizations will be a part of MayFest 
as well. “EWU clubs will offer their activities from archery 
and fencing to hip-hop dance,” Labar said. EWU’s Baile 
Folklorico dance group, Dance Force, Ragtag Romantics and 
Twist will all be performing live. 
This will be Baile Folklorico’s first time performing at 
MayFest. Heriberto Sanchez-Garcia, a freshman and member 
of the Baile Folklorico, said he is looking forward to partic-
ipating in MayFest. “Since this is my first year at Eastern, I 
haven’t been in MayFest yet. I expect a great multicultural 
celebration and hopefully we have that support towards what 
we stand for when we represent our Mexican roots,” Sanchez-
Garcia said. 
Another EWU student who is excited to participate in 
the event is Alexandrea Doucette, a senior and captain of 
EWU’s Dance Force. “I think for most of the team this 
is our first time attending MayFest. So it’s going to be a 
completely new experience and hopefully an annual one 
to come,” Doucette said. Also performing live will be the 
Nashville native band Herrick.  
Individual businesses help sponsor MayFest, according 
to Labar. “It is put together by a board now consisting of 
Debbie and Brian Anderson who own the Holiday Inn and 
Against the Grain, Jason Williams the PR guy from the Owl 
Pharmacy, Catherine Lowry head of the Cheney library and 
myself,” Labar said. 
MayFest has grown quite a bit since it first started four 
years ago. “This event is all about getting our community 
together, and we mean the whole community from Cheney 
families, to old time farms to the college kids,” Labar said. 
Annual MayFest arrives in Cheney with exciting events 
By Montse Franco | contributing writer
Illustration by Abbi Vance
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EWU ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM
New Entrepreneurship Business Major and General Minor 
ADDITIONALLY:
EWU student pitch competition coming soon!
Entrepreneurship scholarship—awarded annually!
Interact with key players in the Spokane 
entrepreneurship ecosystem!
Build your idea to compete for cash in business 
plan and business model competitions, including 
the Inland Northwest Business Plan Competition!
Attend the annual EWU Entrepreneur of 
the Year Awards Breakfast!
For additional information contact:
Bruce T. Teague, Ph.D.
Director of the Center for Entrepreneurship 
and Associate Professor of Management
College of Business & Public Administration
668 N. Riverpoint Blvd., Suite A #359 
Spokane, WA 99202-1677   
Ph: 509-828-1258     
Bteague@ewu.edu    www.ewu.edu
Want to build your own dream?
Want to make the world a better place?
Want to turn a killer idea into a business?
Entrepreneurs are changing the world!
Program begins Fall 2016 at EWU!
Entrepreneurship Core Courses: 
FALL QUARTER:
ENTP 311—Entrepreneurial Thinking and Behavior  
**ENTP 311 is required as a prerequisite for all other ENTP courses
WINTER QUARTER:
ENTP 411—Finding and Evaluating Opportunities 
ENTP 438—Entrepreneurial and Small Business Finance 
SPRING QUARTER:
ENTP 412—Business Model Design
ENTP 489—The Business Plan Lab
MAJOR: Must meet the Business program admis-
sion requirements prior to starting 
entrepreneurship major level coursework.
MINOR: Non-majors must complete a minimum 
of 20 credits within approved entrepreneurship 
coursework.
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vgton University.
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With many students commuting to EWU every morning, the difficul-ties of finding a decent parking spot 
can cause great frustration. 
Driving circles around campus, using more 
gas than it took to actually get there in the first 
place, many students attempt to fill the smallest of 
spots even if they are technically too close to the 
corner or are slightly hanging out into a driveway. 
This isn’t the problem; there already isn’t 
enough free parking close to campus so people 
should be parking close to one another. The 
issue is the people that don’t have the decency to 
actually pull up to the car in front of them.
There is nothing more frustrating than 
pulling up next to what seems to be an 
open parking spot, and realizing that the 
car behind you is just far enough away 
from the car in front to make it seem like 
a good spot, but too close for anyone else 
to actually fit in between. For some reason 
this style of parking has become a major 
trend around Elm Street and with that 
being the main street running through 
campus, the amount of pissed off drivers 
grows every day.
Now not everyone seems to enjoy 
parking slightly less then a car length away 
from others; some like to pull up three or 
four feet away instead. This is incredibly 
exasperating as well. With multiple people 
on one street doing this, the amount of 
unused space adds up to enough room to fit 
several more cars. And with this happening 
all over campus, the amount of space not 
used is unbelievable
Parking is really not that difficult, and 
pulling up close to someone who isn’t even 
moving should not be as overwhelming as it 
seems it has become. Pulling up a foot and 
a half away from the car in front or behind 
you is not that much to ask. It would not only 
provide more space for others, it would result in 
commutes not consisting of relentless swearing.
Convincing oneself to come to campus 
from Spokane can prove to be difficult already, 
but when there are jackasses who make the 
arrival even more stressful, the desire is com-
pletely lost. Being able to park around campus 
isn’t a privilege; it is a right that shouldn’t be 
abused by those incapable of it.
Space for improvement with EWU drivers
By Joe Matthews | opinion editor
Graphic by Alyssa Scheller
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Sports
The EWU track and field team has 32 qualifiers going into the Big Sky Championships on May 
11-14 in Greeley, Colorado.
Last year, EWU hosted the champi-
onships at Roos Field with both women 
and men finishing fifth overall. 
The front-runners for EWU’s 
women’s track team are seniors 
Kaytlyn Coleman and Katie Mahoney. 
With their record-breaking season, 
they are set out to be top competitors 
in the championship.
Mahoney ranks sixth in the 
800-meter with a 2:11.13 time from 
the OSU High Performance Meet. 
Mahoney is also ranked third in the 
1,500-meter with her 4:22.92 qualify-
ing time from the Beach Invitational 
on April 15. Even with the qualifica-
tion, Mahoney will not be competing 
in the 800-meter at the championships. 
“I hope to do my best and hopefully 
PR [personal record],” said Mahoney. 
“I have been getting a lot of rest and 
recovering a lot so hopefully I’ll feel 
really fresh and ready to compete.”
Coleman is ranked fourth for the 
shot put with a 47-7 1/4 throw at the 
44th Annual Pelluer Invite. Coleman 
is also ranked first for the hammer 
throw with a 200-7 throw from the 
Beach Invitational.
Sophomore Jeremy VanAssche is 
ranked first in the 100-meter dash and 
second for the 200-meter dash going 
into the meet.
Freshman Larry Still is ranked 
second in the pole vault standings after 
completing his 16-6 jump at the Erik 
Anderson Twilight on April 22.
Sophomore Aaron Cunningham is 
ranked second in the shot put stand-
ings with a 56-8 throw made at the 
Erik Anderson Twilight.
Senior Joey Payne is ranked second 
for the javelin with a 219-3 throw from 
the Pelluer Invite on April 8.
Three Eagles are tied for sixth in 
the pole vault. Junior Erin Clark, junior 
Anandae Clark and sophomore Macey 
Weitz are tied at 12-3 1/2 in the standings.
Junior Sarah Reiter is qualified for 
three events. She is qualified in the 
1,500-meter, with a 4:28.93 time from 
the Pelluer Invite, ranking fifth. Reiter 
is ranked third in the 5,000-meter 
with a 16:27.33 time from the Mt. SAC 
Relays on April 14. She is ranked in 
the 10,000-meter with a 33:46.71 time 
at the Stanford Invitational on April 1. 
With these qualifications, Reiter will 
only be competing in the 5,000-meter. 
“I’m hoping to go out and do my 
best, and that all the work we have put 
in pays off and we perform our best,” 
Reiter said.
Two Eagles are ranked in the 3,000-
meter steeplechase event. Mahoney is 
ranked second with a 10:10.33 time 
from the Stanford Invitational and 
junior Paula Gil-Echevarria is ranked 
third with a 10:35.82 time from the 
Beach Invitational.
Freshman Dominique Butler is 
ranked fourth with a 38-4 jump in the 
triple jump from the Dusty and Duane 
Spokane Meet on April 23.
Junior Samantha Baker and 
sophomore Bridgette Underwood are 
both ranked for the javelin. Baker 
is ranked fourth with a 144-8 throw 
and Underwood is ranked fifth with a 
143-8 throw.
The Eagles will be competing at 
University of Northern Colorado on 
May 11-14 with the outdoor multi-
events on May 11-12.
After the Big Sky Championships, 
some of EWU top athletes will go on to 
compete at the NCAA Championships 
Preliminary Round on May 26-28 in 
Lawrence, Kansas. If they qualify, athletes 
will advance to the NCAA Championships 
June 8-11 in Eugene, Oregon.
Women’s Qualifiers
800-meter                            –      2:11.95        –     redshirt senior Katie Mahoney
1,500-meter                         –      4:28.93       –     junior Sarah Reiter
3,000-meter Steeplechase  –     10:25.82      –     junior Paula Gil-Echevarria
3,000-meter Steeplechase  –     10:10.33      –     redshirt senior Katie Mahoney
10,000-meter                       –      33:46.71     –     junior Sarah Reiter
10,000-meter                       –      35:38.54     –     redshirt junior Berenice Penaloza
Hammer Throw                    –     200-7           –     senior Kaytlyn Coleman
Shot Put                               –     47-7 1/4        –     senior Kaytlyn Coleman
Discus                                  –     148-3           –     sophomore Samantha Lester
Triple Jump                          –     38-0 3/4       –     sophomore Dominique Butler
Pole Vault                            –     12-1 1/2        –      junior Erin Clark
Pole Vault                            –     12-1 1/2        –      freshman Elizabeth Prouty
Pole Vault                            –     12-1 1/2        –      junior Anandae Clark
Pole Vault                            –     12-1 1/2        –      sophomore Macey Weitz
Javelin                                 –     143-8            –      sophomore Bridgette Underwood
Javelin                                 –     141-6            –      junior Samantha Baker
Heptathlon                           –     4,545 points –      junior Kendra Hamm
100-meter                            –     11.97            –      sophomore Rebecca Tarbert
5,000-meter                        –     16:27.33        –      junior Sarah Reiter
1,500-meter                        –      4:22.92         –      redshirt senior Katie Mahoney
Long Jump                          –     16-8 3/4         –      junior Kendra Hamm 
Men’s Qualifiers
100-meter                           –     10.51 –      sophomore Jeremy VanAssche
100-meter                           –     10.74  –       freshman Jonah Mathews
200-meter                          –     21.67  –       junior Austin Upmeyer
200-meter                          –     21.21  –       sophomore Jeremy VanAssche
Javelin                               –     219-3  –       senior Joey Payne
Javelin                               –     190-3  –       junior Joey Day
Shot Put                            –     53-2 3/4  –       redshirt junior Aaron Cunningham
Discus                               –     161-8  –       redshirt junior Aaron Cunningham
Pole Vault                          –     16-0 3/4  –      freshman Larry Still
400-meter                         –     48.87  –      junior Austin Upmeyer
800-meter                         –     1:52.94  –       junior Logan Stahl
Big Sky track championship preview
By Grace Pohl | staff writer
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Summer classes start July 5
Easy, quick-admit
for EWU students
Day, evening or online classes,
4-week to 8-week sessions
Visit ccs.spokane.edu/summer
Community Colleges of Spokane does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability, sexual orientation or age in its programs, activities or employment. Please direct all inquiries regarding 
compliance with access, equal opportunity and/or grievances to chief administration officer, CCS, 501 N Riverpoint Blvd, PO Box 6000, MS1004, Spokane WA 99217-6000 or call 509-434-5037, SCC TTY 533-8610/VP 
866-948-2811, SFCC TTY 533-3838/VP 509-315-2310. Marketing and Public Relations. April 2016 - 15-0530 - A
Twin brothers and sophomores Nzuzi and Simba Webster are inseparable, reminiscent of basket-
ball twins Andrew and Aaron Harrison 
and Marcus and Markieff Morris, except 
they are the football version.
Although California can be seen 
as amazing and dangerous at the same 
time, the Webster twins managed to stay 
focused on becoming more than a statis-
tic. “It was very important for us to make 
it out. A lot of kids in my city were going 
to different schools out of town because 
they felt that our high school was no good 
for athletes to go to college,” said Simba 
Webster. “Me and my brother wanted to 
change that. We stayed focused for four 
years and made our dreams come true. 
That others felt it wouldn’t happen; that 
was our motivation.”
Graduates of Deer Valley High 
School, the twins were a force to be 
reckoned with. Nzuzi Webster finished 
his high school career with 181 tackles, 
12 interceptions and 24 passes broken up. 
As a senior he was one of only two players 
named a two-way All-Bay Valley Athletic 
League selection, as a first-team wide 
receiver and defensive back. 
Simba Webster was just as superb; he 
was named to the maxpreps.com All-
Northern California High School football 
team, Bay Area News selected him as the 
All-East Bay Player of the Year and MVP 
of the Bay Valley Athletic League, plus 
first-team all-league quarterback. Not only 
were they great football players, but the 
twins also played basketball and ran track.
Expected to come in and showcase 
everything they did in high school, both 
Nzuzi and Simba redshirted their freshman 
year. “At first I didn’t want to redshirt,” 
said Simba Webster. “I’ve never missed a 
year off from football so I knew it would 
be a difficult time. Talking to some of my 
teammates and seeing how successful their 
redshirt year was made me think of it in 
a whole new perspective. So I accepted 
my role to become a smarter and stronger 
football player by the next season.” 
Nzuzi Webster originally planned to 
play in his first year on campus, but a 
knee injury during a game against the 
University of Washington forced him to 
use a medical redshirt year.
Nzuzi Webster was named to the Big 
Sky Conference All-Academic team in 
2015. Starting in 10 out of the 11 games 
last season, he finished with 43 tackles, 
seven pass break-ups and one interception. 
Simba Webster played in 10 out of the 
11 games, finishing with 772 all-purpose 
yards, seven receptions for 97 yards and 
680 yards on 31 kickoff returns.
It was by all means a successful come-
back season. “After waiting a whole year, 
we were definitely ready to get back onto 
the field. So it was very important that we 
had a great season,” Simba Webster said. 
The terrific play transferred over to spring 
ball where they excelled a great deal. 
Nzuzi Webster has shown why he is 
listed on the depth chart as a starter at 
cornerback, breaking up four passes in 
three spring scrimmages. In the Red-
White game, he broke up three passes, 
returned a 100-yard interception for a 
touchdown and also forced a fumble.
Although he is listed as a backup 
wide receiver on the depth chart, Simba 
Webster was the leading receiver with 18 
receptions for 251 yards and four touch-
downs in three spring scrimmages. In the 
Red-White game Webster had six recep-
tions for 63 yards and one touchdown.
Birds of a feather work 
well together
By RayJaun Stelly | contributing writer
“ That others felt it wouldn’t happen; 
that was our 
motivation.
Simba Webster | EWU sophomore
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FREE 
ON ALL ICE CREAM CONES
 EXPIRES: JUNE 30
Over the last fiscal year, the EWU athletic department was over budget by a total of $817,706 and it is looking for possible ways 
to get out of the hole.
“The revenues seem to be the areas where 
you can grow the most as opposed to looking at 
the expenses and saying, ‘Are we doing things as 
shoestring as we can now and maybe chop it down 
a little bit more, or is there potential for us to 
bring in more dollars?’” said Chad Karthauser, the 
associate athletic director for business and finance. 
“It’s not looking for efficiencies we can hit in 
expenses, but we’re hitting the revenue aspect of it a 
lot more than we are with the expense aspect.”
The way the budget is set up, with the different 
types of expenses and incomes, there is no one way to 
single-handedly improve the deficit. The most likely 
way to cut a chunk out of it is to improve on several 
different revenue categories, and that is exactly what 
the department is trying to do.
“There’s not a day that goes by where we’re not 
thinking in terms of how we can increase our reve-
nues to assist with our budget and our operations,” 
said Athletic Director Bill Chaves. “Just because we 
have a blended budget, we have different revenue 
streams coming in different places. So it’s not just one 
revenue stream to speak, but we’re always thinking of 
ways of increasing.”
One of the things the department cannot really 
control is traveling. The athletic department does not 
have a say in what the sports’ schedules will look like 
and where the teams will be traveling to.
“A good example would be this year with the foot-
ball schedule you have flights for five of your away 
trips and a bus trip to Montana,” said Karthauser. 
“Whereas next year you have three flights, to North 
Dakota State, Flagstaff and to Cal Poly, and you’ve 
got three bus trips to Washington State, Montana 
State and Portland State. So now all of a sudden, the 
expenses are going to go down for travel for football, 
just on the sheer fact that we’re not going to be flying 
as much. And all of that is basically based on what 
the conference is doing.”
Once the school receives its schedules, all it can 
really control is finding the cheapest options as far 
as flights and bus rides. Another plan the athletic 
department has in place and is looking to expand is 
the Eagle Athletic Fund.
“A few years ago ... we moved from what we called 
the Eagle Athletic Association to the Eagle Athletic 
Fund,” said Chaves. “How we wanted to do that was 
use practices in the industry to be sure that folks that 
wanted to contribute, and maybe get certain seats or 
parking privileges, would give to levels we’ve never 
really done before. So that took time and after the 
course of the last year or so, we really rolled this out, 
which has really only been about 16 months. Our 
numbers have increased tremendously at this point, 
and we envision that to continue to move forward as 
well. I think that’s the biggest area where we’re going 
to see additional revenue generation.”
The athletic department is trying to grow this 
fund and expects it to be able to take out a large 
portion of the deficit.
“We were always around the $200,000 range, 
but we’re talking about getting to the $400,000 to 
$600,000 range in the not so distant future,” said 
Chaves. “We’ve increased both our members, our 
donors if you will — and some dollars as well. And 
that’s part of the real plan moving forward.”
Another aspect of the budget the department 
is looking to improve is through licensing. Every 
company or individual that uses the “EWU” logo 
for profit has to pay the school royalties. According 
to Chaves, the athletic department has recently 
re-signed a new licensing deal that they hope will 
increase their dollars.
“We had what was called LRG, Licensing Resource 
Group. There’s two big dogs in the industry, CLC and 
LRG,” said Chaves. “There were some exemptions that 
were given in the last contract, and ultimately now 
we’re exempt free. So everybody who’s using our mark 
at this point in time is paying a royalty to do so. And 
because we are exempt free at this point and time, we 
will reap more external dollars.”
Moving forward, those in the athletic department 
think they are in a good place to take that next step 
toward turning the budget around.
“You have those different pieces and if you see 
increases in each piece ... from 200 [thousand dollars] 
to 400 to 600,” said Karthauser. “With licensing, 
if you see an extra $100,000 there, or $150,000. 
Corporate sponsorships, if you see an increase in that 
area to $100,000-$200,000, every little bit of that 
now all of a sudden, your budget situation is now 
much better than it was a year ago.”
The athletic department understands this will not 
happen in a day, and according to Chaves, it is trying 
to figure out the best way to make the state of the 
budget as sustainable as possible going forward.
“Our level of strategy and sophistication continues 
to grow,” said Chaves. “We’re not satisfied until we 
certainly close the gap, but then look ahead to what 
makes sense for us in the next five years or so.”
Athletic department has plans 
in place to improve budget
By Riley Baker | staff writer
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Green Dragon Vapor
Offering Starter Kits, Atomizers, 
Vaporizers, Chargers, Accessories
113 F St, Cheney, WA
(509) 720-9932
Open Mon-Sat 12-8pm 
15% Off Entire Order!
Free Taste Testing
18+




24 West 1st Street, Cheney, WA 99004 | (509) 235-4559 | find us on facebook 
Join us for breakfast!
Friday, 8am-11am | Sat-Sun, 8am-12pm
FREE SODA 
WITH PURCHASE OF
A MEAL OR BURGER
*Must have coupon in hand to receive deal.
Expires June 30th
RARELY AVAILABLE
awesome apartments for EWU students!
Across the Street from EWU Campus at 111-119 N. 9th Street.
Fully Furnished, All Utilities Included plus Wifi and Basic Cable,
Off Street Parking, Private suites with private baths and in-bedroom
TV’s provided. Granite counters and porcelain tile floors.
Individual leases for 10 months to 2 years.
“The nicest place in Cheney for EWU Students to live”
www.premierstudentliving.com
(509) 235-1928
Collegiate sports today have become a multi-billion dollar industry, and many university athletic departments across 
America struggle to keep under their budget.
The state of the EWU athletic department’s 
budget has not been great over the past couple of 
years, but how does it compare to other schools in 
Division I and the Big Sky Conference?
Over the past fiscal year, 2014-15, EWU had the 
third-highest deficit between revenue and expenses 
of the 12 schools in the BSC at -$817,077, according 
to USA Today, behind only Portland State and 
Montana. But what it really comes down to is the 
total revenue and expenses for each school.
The athletic department has done a decent job 
at controlling its expenses. According to the NCAA 
Financial Reporting System, EWU is at the 26th per-
centile in expenses in all of Division I while the BSC 
is at the 29th percentile and the FCS is at the 35th.
“Our line is below the Big Sky [conference] 
and all of FCS. That gives you some perspective 
though, in Division I, where do we fit?” EWU 
Athletic Director Bill Chaves said.
The athletic department is also improving its gen-
erated revenue, and it is in the middle of the pack in 
the FCS and BSC at just over $4 million, according 
to the NCAA Financial Reporting System.
“We’ve made some fairly good progress over 
the last five years,” said Chaves. “We’ve gone from 
the 24th percentile to the 40th percentile in all of 
Division I with externally-generated revenue.”
Standing where it does now, the department looks 
to improve on these numbers to decrease its deficit.
“When we won the National Title in 2010, we 
were at the 11th percentile in spending in all of 
Division I,” said Chaves. “In relative terms right now, 
I think we’re still in the bottom quartile of spending 
when it’s all said and done. We’ve just got to make 
sure the right financial model is in place for us, and 
I think we’ve done fairly well as far as generating 
revenue from an external standpoint over the last five 
years, but we need to continue to do so.”
The athletic department will try to look for ways 
to cut spending but that can be out of its control 
sometimes. The main goal is to find ways to increase 
revenue to hopefully turn the budget around.
“We’re working with campus to figure out what our 
next strategy is going to be for the next three to five 
to seven years to kind of handle where we’re at,” said 
Chaves. “Some of it falls on us, from a revenue generation 
standpoint, and then we’re going to figure out if there are 
any operating efficiencies that we can potentially look at 
... And then look forward to how we can best make sure 
that we have the right model in place.”
EWU athletic department budget in middle of 
the pack compared to other Big Sky schools
By Riley Baker | staff writer




Cheney | Spokane | Online
With more than 700 summer courses at  
EWU, the opportunities are endless.  
Summer classes are condensed into  
4- and 8-week sessions, enabling you to  
make the most of your time and passion.
think summer
